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In a paper published thirty years ago, the present wr~r-- ~o~ted:::.on:~✓-1· f the association of a primitive oil press used in Nepal and an early culture L'"" 
stream, prior to the Vedic culture in India. The oil press described in use · 
in Nepal at an early period consisted of two planks, fitted on two supports. · 
The crushed seed, after roasting, was packed in split bamboo baskets and 
placed between the planks. The baskets were then pressed hard by leverage 
between the planks. It was suggested that similar plank presses were to 

. be expected in other areas on the margin of the advanced culture areas 
inhabited by Hindus.1 

The occurrence of the plank press was reported later by the author and 
others 2 among Hos, Oraons, Kharias and Santals of Chota Nagpore and 
Orissa, Korkus and Gonds of Central Province and Koy as of Godaveri district. 
An even more primitive type of oil press was described by the writer in 
detail for Santals of Bengal (Plate I, fig. I) and Koches of Assam.s Instead 
of a wooden post to support and keep fixed one end of the pair of planks 
of the press, the trunk of a living tree is used. A hole is cut in it at about 
two feet from the ground. A thick, shaped block of wood is placed at the 
foot of the tree. On this are put the fibre baskets packed with crushed and 
roasted mustard seed (Koch) or mohul kernels (Santals). On it is p~tt a 
s~ort upper plank and then pressure is applied by a long pole, and sometrmes 
w1th the help _of_ crossbars. Sometimes, the pressure is applied ~imply b_Y · 
the operator s1ttmg on the pole with other members of his faDlll:V-. This 
type of tree press, it was pointed out in the earlier paper, occurs in ~1cobar, 
It was reported also from a village in Bengal, on the border of Hill T1pperah. 

The tree press was found in purely Santal villages in Muruda Pargana, 
Mayurbh~nj. These had the tree press only. The plank press was 
com~~n. m Santai villages which had a Hindu hamlet. In the. J amtara 
subdivis10n of Santai Parganas and in Jhargram subdivision of Midnapore, 
the tree press had been known one or two generations earlier but had been 
re~laced_ bY: th~ plank press. It was noted by the "Tite1.{ that 'the geogra
pl11cal_ d 1str1but1on of the tree press is limited within tho born1~s of tho area 
to whicl~ tho Austric speaking tribes spread in h1dia; although m two of_ the 
places (m ~ssam and Bengal), where the tree press is fo1mcl,_ such _tribes 
have now disappeared'. It was further concluded on technological evidence 
that' the plank press assumed its present form' among non-Austric speakers 
although its basis was the tree press. · . . 
. In May 1952 the writer made a short tour in Koraput district a,1~d vis1_ted 

villages ne~r Je_vpore as well as a few miles away from Kora:r~1t_ m Onssa 
o~ _tho Bon road leading from Koraput. Dista,nt areas like Ma1t1lh , Malkan. 
gm, Naorangpur and Machkund were also visited. The writer came across 

' a tree press exactly of the same type as used by Santa ls (the simple type) 
and Koches, in the village Khemagmu, inhabited by Bondas 01: Bon~os, 
at the base of the Bindo Hills. The Bondo speech is of Austr1c family. 
The photo shows cJe,irlv the identical eonstruction of the press (Plate I , fig. 2). 
Tho tree in J-iis ·case· was a tamarind tre<;, Tho preM is located in t~e 
compound of · a,;i Nai tho Naeko of the yiJ Jago, and as among Su,nt1tls 1s 
common to the ' ~,iJla_g1/ Mohut kernels n.ro crushed mid roas ted and then 
packed in so~ewha(Iong cylindrical baskets of fibre. The Forest Officer 
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kindly identified the material as strips of bark of Wahenia. A similar tree 
press was said to be in existence in Raswara village, ten miles away, towards 
Balimela. Other tree presses were reported from Koya villages, in Sarda~3: 
and Gondipalle. The Bondo informant referred to the tree press as Tela-sm 
while the Koya referred to it as Gargute. A plank press of the Santai 
type was observed in Malkangiri in the house of Pandu Mandia, of Rona 
tribe. Here the kernel was being pounded in dhenki (husking lever) inst?ad 
of in a pestle; it was then roasted in earthen pots and packed in cy Iindrical 
fibre baskets. 

Near Jeypore the plank press was found in the mixed village of Maliguda. 
On Naorangpur side, the plank press was reported from the villages of 
Paraligura, three miles from Naorangpur, and further away at Pappahandy, 
in the house of a Kewat. It was also reported from outlying villages on 
Bori side. 

Recently two research scholars of the Department of Anthropology, 
University of Calcutta, working under me have reported the occur
rence of the tree and plank press in other areas. One of them, G. Chatto
padhyay, found the tree press among Murias in Bastar district. A sketch 
of the same is given (Fig. 1). Another research scholar, S. Navlakha, 

FIG. 1. . 
Bastar Tree Press. 

observed a new type of planl{ press among Bhils. As the construction is 
very different from other plank presses, a full description with sketches is 
gi-:~n in a separate . short . not~ by Navlakha along with this paper.' 
W1Jesekara had mentioned m his work on Cey Ion 6 an oil press where oil 
is squeezed between two planks. A. Jayasundara, an Honours student in 
my department w_ho comes from Ceylon, carefully st~ed at my request the 
structure of t~o oil P:ess used even now among the peasants in Kandy area 
,ind has _descr1~d this tree press. This is also pub.lishc1 t~lil:.Wsflparat·e note 
;d~ng with this _paper. 6 The oil mill pravalent in pcnjn,afl,.,_India and 
adJacent areas 1s also found in Ceylon. Wijeseknr11 :state';; : 'J\ stone or 
wooden mortar is planted very fµ-mly on the i\~❖-1:t~~:'o?f { short neck 

·· ~l /;? ·-~t:· .. · ·· "'f 
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at the bottom to appear above the ground. A pestle of wood is placed in the 
mortar. A pair of bulls or a man ca~ries the yoke round the mortar. The 
oil is squeezed out through the operung at the bottom of the ch~kk:1 on. a 
side'. Obviously the hole is in the wooden mortar. The machine 1s said 
to be for extracting coconut oil. It is however added-'But the villagers 
prefer hand-made coconut oil'. . 

A distribution of the tree press and plank press on the map of India 
printed herewith /Map I), showing the areas of Austric speech, clearly brings 
out the association. It should he added that the occurrence of 'abrupt 
tones' in the Newar language is considered to he due to the influence of 
contact with Austric (Kherwari family probably) speech, which has been 
submerged. The Newars have been shown by the writer, in the paper already 
referred to, to have derived their culture from pre-Vedic cultured immigrants. 
It represents an area of culture on the margin of the settlements of Vedic 
immigrants. Upper Assam is also such an area. The tribal areas enum
erated also fall into this category. On the hypothesis of origin of the plank 
press put forward, the tree press should occur among primitive tribals in 
Nepal. Unfortunately no field work has been done among them. Even 
in tribal areas where work has been done, such particular items of material 
culture are often overlooked as with regard to Bondos, about whom we 
have a monograph, without any mention of the tree press found by me 
among them. The place of occurrence of the Bhil plank press falls outside 
the limits of Austric speech in India. But it should be remembered that 
the Bhils have adopted ludo-Aryan speech as a foreign tongue. 7 

Outside India, the tree press occurs in Ceylon, among the Sinhalese 
peasantry who are not a tribal folk. Both the tree press and the plank 
rress_ occur as the traditional ·,' emen~s for expressing oil from oil se_eds 
Ill Viet ~am_ where_ a cultur · ,. · g an Austric lan~age live. 
In outlymg villages m Sou~h• ver, only a plank press 1s used or 
was used recently to extract . ~ . ·ar but more elaborate presst is 
employed to squeeze o~~ ·~J.kJ, . i+.: t :Fig. 2). . 

The Kol word for. oit'l~{~l!,Pl, ~-. · . s as Senum am_ong t_he Sakai 
of the Central group and,· a~t~ui:ri . . . : the Orang TanJang m South 
Selangkor.s '.( . ·.a~ . ·., ·. . . 

. The Indo-Aryan term &n,¢ha.m whiah·1s of the sruiµe Toot as Schn~ 
m _German and Snow in .E_n~1ifh ·was !. ·e~ to oil,s ~cttf~ts ~ Sanskrit 
qwte early. But the earher" '1:1ense w · msture. ·- Th'i, •extension of the 
term.to_ oils a~d fa~s seems to have been · ·_. ··ater date'. · (~1rDravidian term 
for 0111s ~eyI, ~hi.ch refers also to fats. ~tter is hq'Wever referred to as 
V~n-ney, I.e. white grea~e or ghee. In Go •._the term pal is used to denote 
IDil_k and ,the ter:rp. fm:,; hutter or ghee is ptl-ni, the term ni meaning oil. 
This use of a descriptive term indicates that off was known earlier in Dravi. 
dian and butter came to be made later. The Nicobarese term for oil from 
coconut is Ngai(j), Ngai(ch) when boiled ci~~ and M:ayai(j), Muyai(ch) when 
squeezed out. The Polvnesian term for ,i,t is Niu.9 11he Viet Nam term 
: 0 r oil is 'DAU ~;~nd 

0

for the tree press and plank' press, respectively, 
Kay go ep dau' a.nd 'Van ep dau '. The word 'Kay' means tree, the 

term '_Ep '=1lr.es1,, 'Go '=wood and' Van '=plank. 
011 _rressmg is j?lle in. a press which the Santa ls refer to as ~unum ~at. 

Now this term Pat Is not taken from Indo-Aryn,11c To press 1s described 

. • For t ,~· ; ;uf<trIU<>t,ion o bout Vie t Naro I h nve to t hank Prof. Huch of t.l,0 
Un1vors1t~o i~on . . and l\:lr. Bnc, advocnte. Saigon. Fo LhH inforn1ution n.bout 
China I qnvo · !•hunk my fri onds in tho Chinos~ Consulo.to. 

t A~r sk;etolt No. 10. in 'Institute Iudochinois pour l'c,!,ndo d o rhomme, 1043' 
in the artt1lo .;♦.Pot,te~· °,,! $1es inrlus tries cl.1in~ises a Shanghai' by J. l\falval. 

.· J: . · : . . :~- , 1 ,: , ' 
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Fm. 2. 

by the word Pat in Mon, Pat in Stieng and Pit in Bahnar.s The Sre are 
a folk living in the 'high plateau of Annam ... more or less primitive, 
strangers to the yellow race an_d occ~pyipg the country anterior to them_'. 
Glottal occlusion is a character of their-ijµguage. In the language of this 
people of an early stratum in _this are~,~~ -W,o~d ~a~ describes a' mouvement 
complexe produit d'une tract10:n~ t9rs10ll))it~;,~10~ , 1.e. a_ co:rnplex movemen_t, 
the product of traction tors1~1~nd pr~ssµre .10 This 1s what occurs Ill 

the primitive oil presses' descr~o•~~ the prp~t;ip..t writer (in the primitive 
oil presses of Santals, Hos, Kor~•llltd:,qther.s). · . 

It should be evident that :tlie te:mi: for oil and oil press as found among 
speakers of the A11Str'ic language cannot hav~-C?J?e from Dravidian. T~e 
term for the pr~;has :also not come frQip_ Dr.aV1d1an or Indo-Aryan. It 1s 
of interest to nti.~th&t the_ term -Salmi· (ot var.iant of the word) used for 
the oil pressi~ ,cf¥;!tC>' of Newif!:s of Nepal, linked with an early culture, 
shows resemblan!)e-·,with the word Sw1um and its variant Sulum used for 
oil among Santals.: "Since the tree press is found among the Ceylonese 
peasantry, and there was no oil pressing among -the only tribal folk of 
Ceylon, the Veddas, it has to be concluded that·-. the ancestors of these 
peasants were the people who brought this oil press to Ceylon. But 
tradition and physique link these early comers to Ceylon with people of the 
Indo-Aryan speaking tracts of India. Among these Indo-Aryan speakers, 
the peasantry do not employ the tree press. It had however survived in 
an outlying eastern area of Bengal and occurs in tribal areas among Austric 
speakers and tribes in contact ,vith them. A somewhat improved type of 
it, a plank press was fow1d in Nepal in association with what has been 
considered to be a pre-Vedic culture there. In the t ibal areas of Chota 
Nagpo_re, Madhya ~radesh and also Orissa, tl?-is .improved beam or plank 
press JR not found m purely Santa] villages but in those in closo contact 
with Hindu peasantry or semi-Hinduized other tribes. The ~sent writer 
has indicated reasons for concluding_ tha~ thE: plank press ha~,volyed from 
the tree press. Further when the oil ID.Ill with pestle and ~::tar; wherein 
seed is crushed by rotary motion, was invented .?! some ot'f[ pf ople, the 

\ ,, 
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original type was without a hole to drain the oil produced in the mortar. 
The present writer suggested that the hole in the mortar came from influence 
of the draining device in the plank press. The clumsier ho1e1ess mill was 
continued by people who were of the culture of the inventors of the rotary 
oil mill due to conservatism while the people who used the plank press 
modified and improved it by adding the drainage hole. The claim of the 
users of the less efficient mill to be of higher. status than those who added 
the hole fits in with such a view. It may be added that the latter people 
roast the pounded seed before charging the mortar, just like the users of 
the plank press. · 

Now the people who went to Ceylon from India must have been sea
faring, since they did not cross over from the tip of the peninsula but from 
areas further north, probably from the Sind or Gujarat area or from the 
coast of Bengal. Leaving the exact locality of centre of migration· open, 
it is evident that seaworthy boats and knowledge of seamanship must have 
been present in such a culture. It has been pointed out in the earlier 
paper that the leverage employed in pressing the planks together to crush 
the seeds to extract the oil is comparable to the leverage used in propelling 
a boat. This agrees with the knowledge of seamanship and of boats needed 
for migration. But such migration must have occurred prior to introduction 
of knowledge of the oil mill which in its turn depended on knowledge of 
machines capable of rotary motion, i.e. of wheels, wheel-made pottery and 
similar implements. Now the rotary oil mill originated, it has been shown 
by the present writer in the same earlier paper, among the advanced Dravi
dian speaking people of South India. If the tree press had also been invented 
by the _ancestors of these Dravi~ans and they had spread it to the diffe~ent 
a~eas _ like Assam, Nicobar, Cho~agpore and Ceylon, the more efficient 
011 ~II would have been a~op~ ·~ . t~e . users of the tree press long ago. 
The improvement about dramag~;· . e wo:il.ltalso have occurred among the 
Dravidians and no qu~stioi; ari_~.~1:f ~Boti_!J.u e~ status of users of the huge 
and clumsy holeless nn1L,.•~-· .. ·· · -~11i • · 

The tradition of o'Jj.igur/6~,~anta1~~-a ' ll~rrated by them make~ it clear 
that at first they had :l'io sibs or sib exogamy and w~re a huntmg folk. 
Growing of plant food by· shift~g' cultivation, the n:jaki~if of the fe~ment~d 
drink from such grain and 'sib- fonnation and exogam a,!El ass?mated ~ 
their traditions and hence. ;pa.me together to Santals' •. · . duct10n of 011 
seeds and of oil could have-' come on1y ··41 qthis secon&,~ '. -~' if no_t la_ter. 
It is known that the Cevlonese peasantry 'also practise sli.ifting cult1vat10n. 
In this Chena cultivati~n as it is termed, 'thick forests ate selected as a 
chena • • . The trees are-. felled and the jun~Je, is cleared . . : G~od timber is 
removed for sale. When- the leaves have dried, the clearmg 1s set on fire 
... The burnt out a.Tea; is fenced' with timber palisades to keep out large 
wild animals. 'A watch hut is erected within the area, as watching the 
chena constitutes the most exacting task of this method of cultivation'.. 
In another publication on Ceylon it is stated that after the land is 'bumed ' 
and fenced roughly it is cleared of leaves and small roots, etc., and the seed 
is then thrown on ~nd scraped in with 'udalla' which is the Ceylon term for 
hoe.11 Buffaloes are used for plough cultivation. Irrigation with ridge 
boundaries of fields in pla.i;ns with plough cultivation, and slash and bum 
type with hoe cultivation, "in hills is the rule. The description noted can 
be applieq to tho methods of shifting cultivation with hoe traditionally 
practised ~,:-,:-a.rious tribes in India. The difference w. the case of Ceyloi-i 
is that chtln . •titivation as we! I as s4:ttled agricul~nre is _rlon<: bv tho Kn11dyan 
peas1rntr-y wl ·o the older culture of Ceylon sm·vived, little mfluenceu by the 
Europe~ occ ~ation of~he_ :tnaritime area. This again is in agreement with 

.: : .· . 
. ~ ' • 
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the hypothesis that the ancestors of the Ceylonese proper were of the same 
culture as that which in India spread lmowledge of shifting cultivation and 
of the tree press among tribal folk in India. A more detailed discussjon of 
the further implications of these conclusions and data will be published in a 
separate paper. 
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THE SINHALA TREE PRESS 

By A. JAYASUNDARA 

The tree press is still widely used for extracting oil from various 
kinds of seeds, roots, bark or herbs of medicinal value by the Sinhala 
villagers in various parts of Ceylon. The tree press appears to be mo 
prevalent in the interior regions of the country, where a majority of th 
population follow agricultural pursuits. The use of the tree press is ··not 
limited to a particular caste, as such. However it may be mentioned that 
the weaving of the 'Rinser' or Paha ('a' as in pat) is done usually by 
the members of the Rodiya caste, who either sell it at the weekly fair or 
excha~ge it for a quantity of paddy or other cereal. The other parts that 
enter mto the composition of the press hardly require any specialized 
labour and hence are made by the villagers themselves. 

The seeds usually taken for extracting oil are many though it may be 
said that Mee (Sinhala term), Domba (Sinhala term), Khohomba and Margosa 
are chief types. Medicinal oils are also extracted from herbs, roots, leaves, 
bark, etc., by using this press. 

The tree press is composed of the following parts : 
I. A hole is bored in the trunk of a thick living tree, at a height 

of about three feet from the ground, with a diameter of about 
4½ inches to 5 inches and depth of about 6 to 8 inches. 

II. Two wooden planks. (A ,_~ - A' in fi~.) each having a _length of 
about 5 feet or a httt~J<Jiore and thickness of about 2 mches are 
taken. Their width' at· <;>ne e~d is about 5 inches and at the 
other is about 2 inches. ·_\ Each plank has one of its surfaces, 
which we may ter~ inner surface, fl.at, while the other three 
surfaces are ·rouµded off, so as to give the outer surface a 
semicircular shape in cross-section. 
About 6 inches away from the wider end, in the centre of 
each plank, a _hole is made, having a diameter of about 
2 inches. . · 

Ill. A cylindrical wooden pole (hb in fig.) having a length of about 
2 feet 6 inches and a diameter slightly less than 2 inches 
is taken. . 

IV. Three other wooden poles are also required. 
V. ·The 'Rinser ' or the ' Paha ' is a basketry container woven out 

of thin strips of cane. Sometimes fibres of barks of certain 
trees are taken when cane is not available. The pattern is 
twilling in three. 

Method of Setting the Press : 
The narrow ends of the planks A and A' are inserted into the hole in 

the trunk of the tree µi such a manner that the fl.at inner surfaces of both 
planks are vertical ~rid' face each other. Then the cylindrical pole is 
made to pass through tlie holes bored at the wider ends of both planks. 
This pole is kept in horizpntal position by tying its ends with cofr rope 
or rope made of the fibre'· of some jungle creeper t t1 the upper ends of 
two polea p 1~ which are firmly fixed upright in the grnund. One of the 
planks A 1s .lfept fixed by tying it to an upright while the other A' is 
,nade to slide fre9 Iy along the horizontal pole (hb) so that when moved 

1 . 
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to the plank A, their inner, flat surfaces come in contact. A thircl pole 
(p in fig.) is fixecl upright in the ground at about l½ feet away from p 2, 

so as to set a further limit to the movement of the plank A' . 

.... -- ... ,· 
: 

--s------· 

p 

._j,\ · :i/ ·'. •: 
·· r(;;-/ 

s• ,-,e----------5::.' ·~-·<-:· :.,'--------:tfJ1n 
:::=: .... 12_" _________ :..:A~a:..:n<l:..:A:..:._.!..1 ______ _JfU,"1/ 

/_:' ·. ,_,. ,. 
Scale 1" represents l' 6i" 

The~ the 'Rinser' or 'P,ha' is filled with crushed and steamed 
seeds, and placed near about .w_e central portion between the separated 
planks. At the beginning of-iilfo operation, the upper part of the Rinser 
is pressed but as the process fa continued the bas)ret is gradually raised. 
In pressing out oil the plank A' is made to moy,e· powards plank A and 
then withdrawn. The process is repeated by movµig:tlie. plank A' forward 
and backward. One man holda the Rinser wffi:Je:)~j.otji._er pushes the 
movable plank, towards fixed plank. (Photo sp.C11vu:ig')'press only). The 
above details have been ascertained at the request of P1·0L K. P. Chatto
padhyay and the note written in consultation w;itl),, him'. .,, _; ~i, 
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• AN Oll/ J>RES~ AMONG BHILS OF RAJASTHAN 
·- \•,1 ·· , · 

By S. N.A.VLAKHA 

~ 
1. An oil press, which I have briefly described in the following lines, • 

came to my notice among Bhils during my field investigations on them in ~ 
the early part of 1958. It was first reported to me at Kundal in the 
district of Banswara and thereafter its use was confirmed at different village 
settlements in the same district. Its use is now, however, gradually diminish- I 
ing and usually only a few families at a settlement possess it, lending it 
now and then to others for their use. 
· · · 2. The oil , press is an extremely simple device for extracting o~l. 
It consists of two prepared planks of wood almost identically shaped and 
of nea:cly same dimensions. Fig. I, drawn of the first press I saw, shows 
the front view of the two planks A and B : A which is slightly longer than 
B measures 23" in length, 6" in maximum width and 1·3" in thickness. 
It is shaped so as to obtain a highly tapering upper end and relatively 
less so at the lower end. The broadest region of the plank, which is 
closer to the lower end, is immediately followed, further towards the latter, 
by two lateral notches. At the upper ·end a hook is formed on the front 
aspect of the plank by retaining some length (2") downwards of this end 
thicker than the rest of the plank body. This is easily discernible in t~e 
later:1-l view from Fig. II. The plank B measures 20" in length, 6". m 
ma:xunum width and l ·2" in j;hj9l~J1ess. It is identically shaped WI.th 
lateral notches at the correspol:t~ l'position but is different from the 
plank A in its absence of any hoo~ '.~t the upper encl. Both the planks 
?-re :i,lmost uniformly thick ~hrough 'filieir · body exeept that the lower ends 
m either case are slightly ~\~ .{by less than 0·5") than the upper. 
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3. For manipulation of the oil press it is vertically placed. Plank A 
is tied to a hut pillar vertically from its hook with...~ san (sunn hemp) 
rope. Plank Bis tied to the plank A at the re,??n, or-ml.eir notches. The 
frontal surfaces of both the planks now fac!;) '!eaoh 'othl')r::and become the 
interior walls of the press. Prepared and steamed oil seeds, contained 
in a cloth piece, are introduced between these walls. Another rope is 
wound round the pillar and the press (as shown in Fig. II) so that the 
manipulator, man or woman, now sitting on haunches on the ground 

·'facing the press puts one of his/her legs to rest on the lower end of the 
press and draws on forcefully at the two terminals of this rope. Thus a 
powerful pressure is exerted on the oil seeds between the press. The oil 
consequently drains out from the lateral sides of the press and is collected 
in a vessel kept just below on the ground. 

4. The oil is extracted from mahua seeds. The collected seeds are 
crushed and then steamed. The latter is done by keeping them in a cloth 
over a pot with boiling water inside it. Sometimes, although rarely, oil 
is . extracted from the seeds of Kaleji tree, which is used for medicinal 
purposes. The mahua oil, however, serves in a variety of ways, chiefly 
in eating. 
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